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Two-folds in nonsmooth dynamical systems
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Abstract: In a three dimensional dynamical system with a discontinuity along a codimension one switching manifold, orbits of the system may be tangent to both sides of the switching manifold generically at isolated points. It is perhaps surprising, then, that examples of such ‘two-fold’ singularities are difficult to find amongst physical models. They occur where the relative curvature between the flow field and the switching manifold is nonsymmetric about the discontinuity. Here we motivate their study with a local form model of nonlinear control that exhibits the two-fold singularity, where the flow is constant either side of a curved switching manifold. We describe the local dynamics around general two-fold singularities, then consider their effect on global dynamics via one parameter bifurcations of limit cycles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Piecewise-smooth vector fields model switching and nonlinearity everywhere from relay and control systems to economics and neurophysiology. Recent studies of their dynamics has shown grazing singularities that form organizing centres of stability, such as limit cycle bifurcations described by di Bernardo et al. (2008) and routes to chaos described by Galvanetto (1997); di Bernardo et al. (1998); Zhusubalyev and Mosekilde (2003).

The novelty of piecewise-smooth systems is the dynamics made possible by the presence of a switching manifold, which separates regions of smooth dynamics. Of chief interest are sliding modes – where the system slides along the switching manifold – and the boundaries of sliding modes. These boundaries are where orbits graze the surface, poised on the boundary between smooth and nonsmooth dynamics. In the singularity literature grazing points are referred to as “folds”.

In three dimensions, grazing occurs either side of the switching manifold along curves. It is common in control to design these curves as parallel straight lines, with a strip switching manifold along curves. It is common in control.

Indeed, such an intersection is generic in systems of at least three dimensions, as proven by Teixeira (1990). With very little analysis the striking implications of such “two-fold” points is unveiled, and we describe this briefly here.

A two-fold is a codimension two set where orbits graze both sides of a smooth switching manifold. Here all of the key features of a piecewise-smooth system are present: orbits that cross the manifold, orbits that slide along it according to Filippov’s rule, and orbits in unstable sliding.

A body of work for piecewise-smooth systems now exists regarding their global dynamics, see for example Kunze (2000); Leine and Nijmeijer (2004); Kowalczyk and di Bernardo (2005); di Bernardo et al. (2008). The same is true of their singularities, described predominantly by Teixeira (1993). But so far little systematic attempt has been made to bring the two ingredients together and understand the dynamics caused by the singularities. We address this here for the generic two-fold singularity. The class of two-folds includes the Teixeira singularity described first by Teixeira (1990). This theoretically irksome case is obtained by relaxing certain symmetry constraints common in relay systems, that otherwise constrain two-fold grazing to occur along a single degenerate curve.

We motivate this paper with a model from nonlinear control, a class of functions

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = \mathbf{a} + \mathbf{g}(x), \quad x \in \mathbb{R}^3 \]

where \( i = R \) labels the ‘right’ region \( h(x) > 0 \) and \( i = L \) the ‘left’ region \( h(x) < 0 \), for a monotonic scalar function \( h \), vector constants \( \mathbf{a} \) and smooth polynomials \( \mathbf{g} \) that satisfy \( \mathbf{g}(0) = 0 \). At a two-fold point we have \( h = 0 \) for the Lie derivatives \( \dot{h} = \mathbf{x} \cdot \nabla h \) and \( h = \mathbf{x} \cdot \nabla h \) evaluated along both the \( L \) and \( R \) flows. This implies that

\[ \mathbf{a} \cdot \nabla h = \mathbf{a} \cdot \nabla h = 0. \]

We can neglect the polynomial term \( \mathbf{g} \) if we allow a quadratic switching manifold, for instance \( h = \xi + c_1 \eta^2 + c_2 \zeta^2 + c_3 \eta \zeta = 0 \) in coordinates \( x = (\xi, \eta, \zeta) \). Up to arbitrary scaling the \( c_i \) coefficients can be reduced to two parameters \( \alpha, \beta \), and we have the (Morse) switching surface:

\[ h(\xi, \eta, \zeta) = \xi + \frac{1}{2} \alpha \eta^2 + \frac{1}{2} \beta \zeta^2 + \eta \zeta \]

Figure 1 illustrates such a switching manifold, and the vector fields either side of it.

In section 2 we show that this is equivalent to the normal form for a two-fold, and derive the sliding vector field on
Let us consider a piecewise-smooth vector field of the form
\[ \dot{x} = \begin{cases} \dot{x}^R(x), & h(x) > 0 \\ \dot{x}^L(x), & h(x) < 0 \end{cases}, \]  
(4)

The switching manifold \( \Sigma \) is typically expressed as the zero-contour of the scalar function \( h \),
\[ \Sigma = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : h(x) = 0 \}. \]
(5)

In \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) there generically exists an isolated point \( p \in \Sigma \) at which \( \dot{x} \) is tangent to both sides of \( \Sigma \). That is, letting \( \dot{h}^l \) denote the Lie derivative \( \dot{x} \cdot \nabla h(x) \),
\[ \dot{h}^R = \dot{h}^L = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = x_p. \]
(6)

The nondegeneracy conditions \( \dot{h}^l \neq 0 \) must be satisfied at \( p \), guaranteeing that the tangency is of quadratic order. This is the two-fold singularity described by Teixeira (1990) and Jeffrey and Colombo (2010). The non-degeneracy conditions for a planar \( \Sigma \) are given by
\[ \Sigma^d = \{ x \in \Sigma : y, z \geq 0 \}, \]
\[ \Sigma^\text{esc} = \{ x \in \Sigma : y, z \leq 0 \}, \]
(10)

In the two crossing regions \( \Sigma^\text{cr} \) orbits cross the switching manifold continuously but nondifferentially, from \( h > 0 \) to \( h < 0 \) in \( \{ \Sigma^\text{cr} : z < 0 < y \} \), from \( h < 0 \) to \( h > 0 \) in \( \{ \Sigma^\text{cr} : y < 0 < z \} \). In the sliding region \( \Sigma^\text{sl} \) both vector fields \( \dot{x}^R \) and \( \dot{x}^L \) point towards \( \Sigma \), in the escaping region \( \Sigma^\text{esc} \) both vector fields \( \dot{x}^R \) and \( \dot{x}^L \) point away from \( \Sigma \), and in either case according to the Filippov convention (Filippov (1988)) the dynamics is given by the convex combination
\[ \dot{x} = \frac{(\nabla h \cdot \dot{x}^R) \dot{x}^R - (\nabla h \cdot \dot{x}^L) \dot{x}^L}{\nabla h \cdot (\dot{x}^R - \dot{x}^L)}, \quad x \in \Sigma^\text{sl}, \]
(11)

This vector field is confined to the \( h = 0 \) plane, so we write it as \( \dot{x} = \hat{F} \) and ignore the vanishing \( h \) (or \( x \)) component, leaving
\[ \hat{F} = \frac{1}{z + y} \left( \frac{\mu w \lambda v}{\mu} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} y \\ z \end{array} \right). \]
(12)

The 2 \( \times \) 2 matrix in (12) has determinant
\[ \Delta = \mu \lambda (\nu w - 1), \]
(13)

and eigenvectors \( d_{\pm} \) and eigenvalues \( \delta_{\pm} \) given by
\[ d_{\pm} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\lambda \pm \mu w \pm \sqrt{(\lambda v - \mu w)^2 + 4\lambda \mu}}{\lambda v - \mu w} \right), \]
\[ \delta_{\pm} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \lambda v - \mu w \pm \sqrt{(\lambda v - \mu w)^2 + 4\lambda \mu} \right). \]
(14)

The quantities \( \Delta, d_{\pm}, \delta_{\pm} \), describe the Jacobian of the ‘normalised’ sliding vector field
\[ \tilde{F} = (y + z) F. \]
(16)

which has a fixed point at the origin that is hyperbolic provided that \( \nu w \neq 1 \). The Filippov field \( F \) has the same phase portrait (same orbits) as this normalised field except that: the regions \( \Sigma^d \) and \( \Sigma^\text{esc} \) are excluded, the two-fold point is reached in finite time, and the time direction in \( \Sigma^\text{esc} \) is reversed. If the normalised vector field has a saddlepoint or node at the origin, we say the Filippov field is “saddle-like” or “node-like”. We will now discuss the different cases arising from \( \lambda, \mu = \pm 1 \).
4. THE VISIBLE TWO-FOLD

Fig. 2. Coordinates and tangency sets at a visible two-fold.

A vector field with transverse visible tangency sets (figure 2) has the local form
\[
(\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}) = \begin{cases} 
- \frac{y}{1} & \text{for } x > 0, \\
\frac{z}{-1} & \text{for } x < 0 
\end{cases}
\]
which is the system in section 1 with \( \lambda = \mu = -1 \). The sliding vector field quantities (13-15) become:
\[
\Delta = v w - 1 \\
d_{\pm} = \begin{pmatrix} \delta_{\pm} + v \\
-1 
\end{pmatrix} \\
\delta_{\pm} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{v^2 - w^2 + (v - w)^2 + 4}
\]
The eigenvalues \( \delta_{\pm} \) are both real and satisfy \( \delta_+ > -w, \delta_- < -w \). By comparing this with the two (equivalent) expressions given here for \( d_{\pm} \), we infer that the \( d_+ \) direction lies in the crossing regions \( \Sigma^{cr} \), while the \( d_- \) direction lies in the sliding/escaping regions \( \Sigma^{sl} \) or \( \Sigma^{esc} \).

Figure then 3(i) shows dynamics on \( \Sigma \) for the saddle-like case \( v w > 1 \), for which \( d_- \) is the attractive eigendirection. There are two node-like cases \( v w < 1 \): figure 3(ii), if \( \delta_{\pm} < 0 \) the origin is an attractive node-like singularity with \( |\delta_-| > |\delta_+| \); figure 3(iii), if \( \delta_{\pm} < 0 \) the origin is a repelling node-like singularity with \( |\delta_-| < |\delta_+| \).

Fig. 3. The sliding vector field near a visible two-fold, implied by (18). Dots indicate ejection points, double arrows indicate the weak eigendirection. The cases are: (i) the saddle-like case \( v w < 1 \), (ii) the node-like case with \( v w > 1 \) and \( v, w > 0 \), (iii) the node-like case with \( v w > 1 \) and \( v, w < 0 \).

Consider now the system (17) to be the local approximation of a global system where a limit cycle grazes \( \Sigma \) near a two-fold singularity. Let us assume the limit cycle resides entirely within \( x \geq 0 \), with a single point of contact that must lie along the line \( S^R \). Note that \( S^R \) borders both \( \Sigma^{sl} \) and \( \Sigma^{esc} \). The global system is not generic: under perturbation the limit cycle will no longer graze, it may either lose contact with \( \Sigma \) or impact \( \Sigma \) transversally. Grazing therefore constitutes the degenerate point of a bifurcation, which we can unfold with a single global parameter.

Consider first a limit cycle that grazes on the half-line \( \{S^R: z > 0\} \), where the conditions \( h^R = 0, h^L > 0 \), \( h^R > 0 \) are satisfied. This means that a limit cycle grazing along \( S^R \) where it borders \( \Sigma^{sl} \) undergoes the grazing-sliding bifurcation described by Kowalczyk and di Bernardo (2005): on one side of the bifurcation a smooth orbit resides in \( x > 0 \), on the other side it takes on a sliding segment in \( \Sigma^{sl} \) and is ejected back into \( x > 0 \) along \( S^R \). Due to the attractiveness of the sliding region it is known that limit cycles persist under such sliding bifurcations.

Fig. 4. Grazing-sliding bifurcation at a visible tangency.

If the limit cycle grazes instead along \( \{S^R: z < 0\} \) on the border of \( \Sigma^{esc} \), we have the conditions
\[
\dot{h} = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \dot{h}^L < 0 < \dot{h}^R.
\]
This gives rise to a more dramatic type of bifurcation depicted in figure 5. Again, on one side of the bifurcation a smooth orbit resides in \( x > 0 \), but on the other side the bifurcating orbit impacts \( \Sigma \) and crosses into \( x < 0 \). The outward segment of the orbit jumps discontinuously from \( x > 0 \) to \( x < 0 \) and the limit cycle is destroyed, therefore this can be termed a catastrophic sliding bifurcation.

Fig. 5. Catastrophic sliding bifurcation at a visible tangency.

Under variation of a single parameter a grazing limit cycle will not generically intercept the two-fold point \( x = y = z = 0 \), however, a limit cycle with a sliding orbit may do. The different local sliding topologies are shown in figure 3. From these we can immediately infer a new class of catastrophic sliding bifurcations.

Consider a limit cycle in \( x > 0 \), with a sliding segment that intersects the singularity. The sliding segment begins with an impact point in \( \Sigma^{sl} \), and ends at the singularity where the dynamics is nonunique: the orbit may be ejected into \( x > 0 \), or ejected into \( x < 0 \), or it may follow the sliding vector field (12) into \( \Sigma^{esc} \). This sliding segment in \( \Sigma^{sl} \) is part of a special sliding orbit: the stable manifold of the saddle-like field for \( vv < 1 \), and the strong stable or weak unstable directions of the node-like fields for \( vv > 1 \). This singular orbit constitutes the degenerate point of a bifurcation: as the impact point of a limit cycle passes through the special orbit, the ejection point of the limit cycle moves from \( S^R \) to \( S^L \). On one side of the bifurcation the orbit is ejected from \( \Sigma \) into \( x > 0 \), on the other side it is ejected into \( x < 0 \) and does not return to \( x \geq 0 \), thus the limit cycle is destroyed, constituting a catastrophic sliding bifurcation.

Fig. 6. Catastrophic sliding bifurcation at a visible two-fold.
We have described these scenarios as they occur for a limit cycle that resides in \( x \geq 0 \) and transsects \( S^R \). Due to symmetry in the visible two-fold system these bifurcations occur similarly for limit cycles in \( x \leq 0 \) that transsect \( S^L \).

5. THE VISIBLE-INVISIBLE TWO-FOLD

We have described these scenarios as they occur for a limit cycle that resides in \( x \geq 0 \) and transsects \( S^R \). Due to symmetry in the visible two-fold system these bifurcations occur similarly for limit cycles in \( x \leq 0 \) that transsect \( S^L \).

A vector field with transverse visible and invisible tangency sets (figure 7) has the local form

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y} \\
\dot{z}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{cases}
\begin{pmatrix}
-y \\
1 \\
v
\end{pmatrix} & \text{for } x > 0, \\
\begin{pmatrix}
-z \\
-1 \\
1
\end{pmatrix} & \text{for } x < 0
\end{cases}
\] (20)

equivalent to the system in section 1 with \( \lambda = -\mu = +1 \).

The sliding vector field quantities (13-15) satisfy

\[
\Delta = 1 - wv, \\
d_{\pm} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 \\
d_{\pm} + w
\end{pmatrix}, \\
\delta_{\pm} = \frac{v - w \pm \sqrt{(v + w)^2 - 4}}{2}.
\] (21)

The eigendirections \( d_{\pm} \) are real for \( |v + w| > 2 \) and both lie in the same quadrant of \( \Sigma \): \( \Sigma^d \) or \( \Sigma^s \) for \( v + w > 0 \), and \( \Sigma^f \) for \( v + w < 0 \). The cases with \( v + w > 0 \) are shown in figure 8: the saddle-like case \( wv > 1 \) in (i), the repulsive node-like case \( wv < 1, v > w \) in (ii), and the attractive node-like case \( wv < 1, v < w \) in (iii). For \( |v + w| < 2 \), in (iv), the eigenvalues are complex and the sliding field is focus-like.

The real eigenvalue cases with \( v + w < 0 \) have their eigendirections lying in \( \Sigma^f \), outside of the domain of the sliding vector field. Therefore, as shown by Teixeira (1993), they are topologically equivalent to the focus-like case with no real eigenvalues.

As we did in section 4, now consider a limit cycle, at least part of which is a sliding segment, that approaches close to a twofold with the local approximation above. The limit cycle may generically intercept the two-fold point in different ways depending on the sliding vector field (12).

If the sliding vector field is saddle-like (figure 8(iii)) there are two ways a limit cycle may contain the two-fold, illustrated in figure 9. In 9(i), the nongeneric case is a smooth limit cycle, contained in \( \Sigma \), with a homoclinic connection to the singularity. On one side of the bifurcation is a smooth limit cycle in \( \Sigma \), on the other side the orbit gains an ejection point on \( S^L \) and is ejected into \( x < 0 \). In 9(ii), the nongeneric case is a limit cycle in \( x \leq 0 \), with a sliding segment on \( \Sigma^d \) that intercepts the two-fold point. On one side of the bifurcation a limit cycle with a sliding segment and ejection point on \( S^R \) resides in \( x \leq 0 \), on the other side there is no ejection point so the outflowing orbit is confined to \( \Sigma^d \). In either case the limit cycle is destroyed by what constitutes the same catastrophic sliding bifurcation, unfolding in different directions.

If the sliding vector field is attractive node-like (figure 8(iii)) then on one side of the bifurcation a limit cycle exists in \( x \leq 0 \), with a sliding segment that ends in an ejection point on \( S^L \), on the other side the orbit enters the two-fold point. This is illustrated in figure 10. Note the orbit entering the two-fold is stable to perturbation because a set of orbits all flow into the two-fold point around the stable eigendirection. After the impact point crosses the strong eigendirection, the sliding orbit segment always interprets the singularity in finite time. The forward-time dynamics at the singularity is non-unique according to Filippov’s convention, so in this setting the limit cycle is destroyed, and replaced by nondeterministic evolution – the vector field is not uniquely defined at the two-fold point.

As we did in section 4, now consider a limit cycle, at least part of which is a sliding segment, that approaches close to a twofold with the local approximation above. The limit cycle may generically intercept the two-fold point in different ways depending on the sliding vector field (12).

If the sliding vector field is saddle-like (figure 8(ii)) there are two ways a limit cycle may contain the two-fold, illustrated in figure 9. In 9(i), the nongeneric case is a smooth limit cycle, contained in \( \Sigma \), with a homoclinic connection to the singularity. On one side of the bifurcation is a smooth limit cycle in \( \Sigma \), on the other side the orbit gains an ejection point on \( S^L \) and is ejected into \( x < 0 \). In 9(ii), the nongeneric case is a limit cycle in \( x \leq 0 \), with a sliding segment on \( \Sigma^d \) that intercepts the two-fold point. On one side of the bifurcation a limit cycle with a sliding segment and ejection point on \( S^R \) resides in \( x \leq 0 \), on the other side there is no ejection point so the outflowing orbit is confined to \( \Sigma^d \). In either case the limit cycle is destroyed by what constitutes the same catastrophic sliding bifurcation, unfolding in different directions.

If the sliding vector field is attractive node-like (figure 8(iii)) then on one side of the bifurcation a limit cycle exists in \( x \leq 0 \), with a sliding segment that ends in an ejection point on \( S^L \), on the other side the orbit enters the two-fold point. This is illustrated in figure 10. Note the orbit entering the two-fold is stable to perturbation because a set of orbits all flow into the two-fold point around the stable eigendirection. After the impact point crosses the strong eigendirection, the sliding orbit segment always interprets the singularity in finite time. The forward-time dynamics at the singularity is non-unique according to Filippov’s convention, so in this setting the limit cycle is destroyed, and replaced by nondeterministic evolution – the vector field is not uniquely defined at the two-fold point.
The sliding vector field quantities (13-15) become
\[ \Delta = vw - 1 \]
\[ d_{\pm} = \left( \frac{1}{\delta_{\pm} - w} \right) = \left( \frac{1}{\delta_{\pm} - v} \right) \]
\[ \delta_{\pm} = \frac{1}{2} \left( v + w \pm \sqrt{(v - w)^2 + 4} \right). \] (23)

The eigendirections are real and lie in different quadrants of \( \Sigma \), but conversely to the visible two-fold, \( d_+ \) lies in \( \Sigma^s \) or \( \Sigma^{es} \), and \( d_- \) lies in \( \Sigma^{ef} \).

Figure 12(i) shows the saddle-like case \( vw < 1 \), for which \( d_+ \) is the repelling eigendirection. There are two node-like cases \( vw > 1 \): if \( v + w > 0 \) the origin is a repelling node with \( |\delta_+| > |\delta_-| \), figure 12(ii); and if \( v + w < 0 \) the origin is an attractive node with \( |\delta_+| < |\delta_-| \), figure 12(iii).

![Fig. 12. The sliding vector field near a Teixeira singularity, implied by (23): (i) the saddle-like case \( vw < 1 \), and the node-like cases \( vw > 1 \) with (ii) \( v, w > 0 \), (iii) \( v, w < 0 \).](image)

The Teixeira singularity exhibits none of the catastrophic sliding bifurcations of sections 4-5, because it lacks any visible tangencies to eject orbits from \( \Sigma \). However, the dynamics around the Teixeira singularity is interesting for its own reasons. It consists of orbits in \( x > 0 \) and \( x < 0 \) that continually map back onto the switching manifold \( \Sigma \) through any number of crossings, resulting in piecewise-smooth orbits that spiral around the singularity.

The following theorem was proven by Jeffrey and Colombo (2009).

**THEOREM:** Orbits in the neighborhood of a Teixeira singularity satisfy the following:

(i) If \( vw > 1 \) and \( v, w < 0 \): any orbit of (22) crosses \( \Sigma \) an infinite number of times. There exist a pair of invariant surfaces that meet at the singularity.

(ii) If \( vw < 1 \) or \( v > 0 \) or \( w > 0 \): any orbit of (22) crosses \( \Sigma \) a finite number of times.

Furthermore, if \( N \) is the number of times an orbit may cross \( \Sigma \):

**LEMMA**

(i) if \( v > 0 \): then \( N \leq 1 \), crossing is in \( y < 0 < z \),

(ii) if \( w > 0 \): then \( N \leq 1 \), crossing is in \( z < 0 < y \),

(iii) if \( 0 < vw < 1 \) and \( v, w < 0 \): then \( N \geq 1 \).

Here we review briefly the mapping that provides this result and reveals the rich dynamics of the Teixeira singularity.

To label points on \( \Sigma \) let \( m \in \mathbb{Z} \), then let every \( x_{2m} \) be the starting point of an orbit segment in \( x > 0 \), let every \( x_{2m-1} \) be the starting point of an orbit segment in \( x < 0 \). The vector field in \( x > 0 \) reflects points in \( \{\Sigma : y < 0\} \) obliquely into \( \{\Sigma : y > 0\} \), along the direction \((0, 1, v)\). That is, it affects a map on the \( \Sigma \) plane:

\[ \frac{y_{2m+1}}{y_{2m}} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ -2v & 1 \end{pmatrix} \frac{y_{2m}}{y_{2m-1}}. \] (24)

Similarly, the vector field in \( x < 0 \) reflects points in \( \{\Sigma : z < 0\} \) obliquely into \( \{\Sigma : z > 0\} \), along the direction \((0, w, 1)\), affecting a map on the \( \Sigma \) plane:

\[ \frac{y_{2m}}{y_{2m-1}} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & -2w \\ 0 & -1 \end{pmatrix} \frac{y_{2m-1}}{y_{2m-2}}. \] (25)

We can apply these maps in an alternating sequence to points in \( \Sigma^{ef} \). Points in \( \Sigma^{es} \) can be considered start points of a sequence beginning with either of the two maps. Similarly points in \( \Sigma^s \) can be considered end points of a sequence ending with either of the two maps. The finite length of iterations makes it difficult to understand the qualitative dynamics of the system directly from (24)-(25), such as asymptotic stability and winding numbers.

However, because the tangency sets are straight lines and the composition of reflections is a rotation, the dynamics is easily understood by studying the problem in polar coordinates. Rather than considering the polar angle of a point in \( \Sigma \) we consider its tangent as measured from the boundary of \( \Sigma^{es} \):

\[ T_{2m} = \frac{z_{2m}}{y_{2m}} \quad T_{2m+1} = \frac{y_{2m+1}}{z_{2m+1}}. \] (26)

\( T_m \) is positive for points \( x_m \) in \( \Sigma^s \) and \( \Sigma^{es} \), negative in \( \Sigma^{ef} \), and zero on the boundary of \( \Sigma^{es} \). Moreover it is well-defined except on the boundary of \( \Sigma^d \) (where sliding dynamics apply).

The tangents map according to

\[ T_{2m+1} = \frac{1}{2v - T_{2m}} \quad T_{2m} = \frac{1}{2w - T_{2m-1}} \] (27)

obtained from (24) and (25) respectively. The radial map, \( R_m = \sqrt{y_{2m}^2 + z_{2m}^2} \), is easily derived and will not be our main concern, (see Jeffrey and Colombo (2009) for more).

Clearly from (27), a positive \( v \) or \( w \) implies that points in \( \Sigma^{ef} \) \( (T_m < 0) \) are mapped into \( \Sigma^s \) \( (T_m > 0) \) after at most two iterations, or one iteration if both \( v, w \) are positive. This provides the Lemma, and part (i) of the Theorem.

Iterates of (27) lie in \( \Sigma^{ef} \) if \( 2v < T_{2m} < 2w \) and \( 2w < T_{2m-1} < 2v \), which limits the angle subtended by \( T_m \) to the boundaries of \( \Sigma^{es} \). So long as these conditions hold for the \( m^{th} \) and \( (m + 1)^{th} \) iterate, we can compose the maps (24-25) into a second return map with the concise form

\[ \tau_{n+2} = \tau_n - \frac{\tau_n - 2}{2vw (\tau_n - 2) + 1}, \] (28)

for \( T_{2m} = v\tau_{2m} \) and \( T_{2m-1} = w\tau_{2m-1} \). Thus the maps \( T_{2m} \mapsto T_{2m+2} \) and \( T_{2m-1} \mapsto T_{2m+1} \) respectively have stable equilibria \( T_{S}^R \) and \( T_{S}^L \), given by

\[ T_S^R = \frac{T_{2m}}{v} = 1 - \sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{vw}} \] (29)

and unstable equilibria \( T_S^L \) and \( T_{B}^L \) given by

\[ T_S^L = \frac{T_{2m}}{w} = 1 + \sqrt{1 - \frac{1}{vw}}. \] (30)

These are invariant manifolds of the maps (24-25), and exist only in \( T_{U,S}^R < 0 \), which means in \( \Sigma^d \), for \( v, w < 0 \). The stable manifolds \( T_{S}^R \) enclose \( \Sigma^{es} \), while the unstable manifolds \( T_{U}^L \) and \( T_{S}^L \) enclose \( \Sigma^s \), and each of the pairs \( \{T_S^R, T_{B}^L\} \) and \( \{T_U^R, T_S^L\} \) forms a straight line through the origin since
The radial map satisfies $R_{m+2} > R_m$ on the stable manifolds and $R_{m+2} < R_m$ on the unstable manifolds. Therefore points in $T_L$ move toward the singularity, while points in $T_S$ move away from it, as illustrated in figure 13.

As a consequence of the construction in section 2, functions
\[ x(y, z) = \frac{vy^2 + wz^2 - 2wyz}{2\gamma(1-wv)} \] (31)
prescribe invariant surfaces around the singularity, with $\gamma = \{ v$ for $x > 0, -w$ for $x < 0 \}$. The invariant manifolds $T_{U,S}$ extend into two continuous invariant surfaces $U$ and $S$ described by (31). These are a pair of cones which are smooth except at their intersections $T_{U,S}$ with $\Sigma$ – a ‘nonsmooth diabolo’ (figure 14), comprised of an attractive cone $S$ that encloses $\Sigma$ within a basin of repulsion from the singularity, and a repelling cone $U$ that encloses $\Sigma$ within a basin of attraction towards the singularity. Both cones have their apex at the origin.

Finally, note that a single parameter $wv$ determines both: the existence of invariant manifolds crossing the switching manifold, and whether the sliding vector field is saddle-like or node-like. The existence of the invariant manifolds $T_{U,S}$ coincides with node-like sliding, and the absence of invariant manifolds coincides with saddle-like sliding.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The two-fold singularity introduces a new class of global bifurcations with striking effects on switching dynamics and clear ramifications for control. Why, then, have two-folds not been reported in control systems to date? It is possible either that their dynamics is so benign as to go undetected. This is possible for the Teixeira-singularity where the dynamics changes smoothly under parameter variation, but it is unlikely for folds with visible grazing, because catastrophic bifurcations of orbits can then occur. A second possibility is that the two-folds have been seen, but not recognized, because their dynamics was not understood. We hope to address that with the present work. Furthermore, the two-folds can themselves be used as a design tool. For example, the bifurcation of invariant manifolds near the Teixeira-singularity at $wv = 1$ implies the birth of a limit cycle, residing near the invariant manifolds and with a size controlled by $wv$.

This paper attempts to stimulate further study of grazing singularities in piecewise-smooth dynamical systems, by exhibiting the behaviour by which the singularities can be recognised in real systems. The growing theory of nonsmooth bifurcations, and the study of real nonsmooth models, would both greatly benefit from further study into how these singularities appear in, and affect, the stability of real world mechanical, biological, and electrical systems.
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